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REVIEW

Cowboy Bebop: Complete Sessions Collection. Directed by Shinichiro
Watanabe. United States, Pioneer Video, 2003, 6 videodiscs (10 hr., 50
min.): sd., col.; 4 3/4 in. [videorecording].

THE ANIME series Cowboy Bebop depicts the adventures of four bounty hunters, ex

mob enforcer Spike Spiegel, ex cop Jet Black, con woman extraordinaire Faye

Valentine and Ed, a teenage super hacker. They travel the lawless frontier of the solar

system aboard a dilapidated spaceship, the Bebop, in pursuit of their next bounty.

Nathan Alderman writes: ‘Cowboy Bebop does for anime what jazz did for traditional

music … it’s anime that even anime haters can enjoy.’1 The popularity of Cowboy

Bebop with Western audiences cannot be denied. On the influential Anime News

Network website, it is rated second only to Grave of the Fireflies,2 a significant position

considering how many thousands of anime series and films are made. This review

will explore how Cowboy Bebop has made such a significant connection with western

audiences and where its appeal lies.

Cowboy Bebop may be set in the year 2071 but it inhabits a universe that feels

familiar – a universe that is organic and lived in, and therefore believable.

Throughout the series we encounter planet after planet, space station after space

station, all remade in earth’s image. The streets of Ganymede feel like any port city,

while Mars is replete with shopping malls, theme parks, casinos and cities. This is a

universe of video players and hyperspace gates, eco politics and fairgrounds,

spaceships and Native American Shamans. Futuristic elements are combined with

the familiar, allowing western audiences to easily connect with the Cowboy Bebop

world. Susan Napier argues that anime increasingly, ‘exists at a nexus point in

global culture … an amorphous new media territory that crosses and intermingles

national boundaries.’3 Napier goes on to point out that many Japanese

commentators refer to anime with the term ‘mukokuseki’, meaning ‘stateless’. This

implies that much anime is not specifically Japanese and therefore lacks a distinct

national identity. Napier states that this ‘very quality of “statelessness” has

increasing attraction in our global culture.’4 Cowboy Bebop reflects this and it is a great

part of the show’s appeal.

The sense of the familiar is emphasised and reinforced by the continual

popular culture references throughout the series. Kung fu films are an obvious

influence – Spike practises the martial arts and philosophies of Bruce Lee and some

of the kung fu fights in the series seem to be lifted directly from Bruce Lee’s films. In

‘Stray Dog Strut’ the final fight between Spike and Hakim is influenced by Bruce

Lee’s Game of Death while in ‘Waltz for Venus’, Spike’s kung fu lesson is eerily

similar to a scene from Lee’s Enter the Dragon. The genre of the western is another

crucial influence on Cowboy Bebop. The most obvious reference is in the title of the
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show, ‘cowboy’, immediately suggesting a lawless frontier society. There are further

examples throughout; a show called ‘Big Shot’ informs the characters of the current

bounties, the crew continually come across saloons and desert worlds, engage in

gunfights and standoffs. The show has a perpetual sense of lawlessness – both from

the bounties they chase and from within the crew of the Bebop themselves. Similarly

science fiction is another key influence, not only in the spaceship and the futuristic

setting but also in several direct and indirect ways. A homage of the Alien films is

made in the episode ‘Toys in the Attic’ when an unseen predator stalks the crew. In

‘Wild Horses’ characters are named after the Star Trek crew and the influence of Star

Wars pervades throughout.

The flavour of film noir permeates Cowboy Bebop. This is especially prevalent in

the character of Jet Black (the archetypal ‘good man in a bad world’), a former cop

who rails against the corruption of the police force but is forced into a semi lawless

state of bounty hunting. As in film noir, characters are morally ambiguous – none

more so than Faye Valentine who will betray her allies in the pursuit of a big bounty.

The big city rain slicked settings of film noir are continually explored, especially in

the episode ‘Ganymede Elegy’. Other visual and aural cues are also taken from film

noir, in ‘Pierrot Le Fou’ for instance, Spike battles an enraged homicidal clown across

a fairground, accompanied by lighting and camera angles any film noir would be

proud of.

These continual borrowings from other genres and cultural products create a

familiar access point for a western audience and must in some part explain Cowboy

Bebop’s popularity. Unlike other anime and manga, where jokes and references are

often exclusory or require knowledge of Japanese culture and/or the workings and

conventions of anime, Cowboy Bebop is accessible – western audiences can connect

with the characters readily and more fully understand their motivations and

struggles. The characters are always hungry and in search of their next meal. They

never seem to succeed, despite being supreme fighters, brilliant detectives,

extraordinary hackers and duplicitous conwomen. Their very human flaws make

them identifiable and appealing.

The music in Cowboy Bebop is another reason for the show’s popularity with

western audiences. Jazz is referenced in the title (bebop) and the soundtrack is full of

jazz tracks. In an interview with Robert Bricken, Shinichiro Watanabe (series

director) and Yoko Kanno (score composer) say that the music came before any other

element. When questioned whether the series could have been made without

Kanno’s music, Watanabe replies, ‘If, instead of her music, you attached very boring,

unimpressionable music … I’m sure you’ll get a very different impression from it.’5

The use of jazz is also significant because of its unpopularity in Japan, an indication

that its inclusion in the show was possibly an attempt to appeal to western

audiences. Jazz is also a western musical form that grew out of rebellion to

conventional musical forms and as such is regarded as cool. Thus, it gives Cowboy

Bebop even more cultural currency with western audiences. Jazz, as suggested by

Kanno’s and Watanabe’s comments, also inform the narrative of the show, the

characters come together in the narrative like a jazz band, chaotically mixing to

create complex and cool ‘sessions’ (each episode is known as a ‘session’). As Fata

Morgana says in comparing Cowboy Bebop’s narrative to a bebop group, ‘Two to five

musicians, jamming and improvising on a particular theme, playing according to the
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mood of the moment … each individual jam session may have it s own point or

punch line, but in the way the entire “album” has an overriding theme ... you

remember at the end of it what they were, what they symbolized, and that it was

beautiful all the way.’6

When Cowboy Bebop first appeared on American televisions a screen appeared

before and after the commercial breaks that read: ‘Cowboy Bebop is a new genre unto

itself.’ Watanabe claims that this was a quote lifted from the sales pitch he wrote for

the project proposal and that the comment is ‘exaggerated’.7 However Watanabe is

underestimating his show, there are no other anime series that are comparable to

Cowboy Bebop. It is unique, in its ability to continually cross boundaries between

genres and conventions, mixing up what has come before to create an anime series

that almost defies defining. Cowboy Bebop exists in a stateless other place where

Western and Japanese audiences can appreciate it equally.
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